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Abstract In this article we describe a demonstrator that

shows how the cognitive resource manager (CRM) and the

radio-environmental map (REM) can be efficiently imple-

mented in full commercial grade cellular system (i.e., LTE

system). The demonstrator shows how the modular CRM

together with its open interface, the universal link-layer

API (ULLA), facilitates the implementation of efficient

radio resource management techniques guaranteeing the

quality of service in the LTE system. The CRM, through

ULLA, is able to obtain PHY/MAC status information of

the link between the tested eNode B and the user equip-

ment, and reconfigure link parameters. This measure-and-

control by CRM/ULLA is independent of the underlying

radio access technology, which shows the neutrality of

CRM/ULLA towards PHY/MAC characteristics. The article

also shows how the REM can be easily implemented in such

system and how the REM provides the CRM with environ-

mental information that enhances system management

performance.

Keywords Cognitive resource manager � Open

interfaces � Radio environmental map � LTE � Prototype

1 Introduction

Many radio access technologies and their associated radio

resource management (RRM) algorithms are developed

and deployed in order to cope with the fast-increasing

demand for mobile wideband services. Effective control

over the radio resources is one of the most challenging

design targets especially because radio resources, in the

form of e.g., time slot resources and frequency spectrum

resources, are limited and the wireless environment appears

hostile with many impacting factors being rapidly changing

and unpredictable.

Traditionally, RRM approaches cope with this increase

in the demand on service and the involvement of different

technologies by systematically adding more codes to RRM

functionality, leading to a monolithic deployment. This

makes RRM modules complex and difficult to understand,

maintain and extend. Therefore, there is a need for new

RRM architectures offering flexibility to suit advances in

technologies and services demand but keeping the system

complexity at relatively low levels with sustainable cost of

development and ownership.

A second challenge in the design of efficient RRM

approaches is the interdependency of different OSI stack

layers that requires the existence of appropriate cross-layer

optimization mechanisms to accomplish better perfor-

mance. Thirdly, the presence of different access technolo-

gies with multiple interfaces requires the deployment of

different RRM modules in the same equipment or even the

use of different equipments. Hence, proper RRM archi-

tectures should accommodate integrated cross-layer
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optimization modules that can communicate with the

external environment and modules of other equipments

using unified interfaces to share information and decisions.

Modular architectures based on cognitive radio (CR)

concept [1] may provide a solution for these design chal-

lenges. However, much of the recent research on CR has

been focusing on dynamic spectrum access (DSA) and the

few exceptions that considered the general CR concept in a

wider perspective produced little progress on practical

implementations [2–6]. Moreover many recently proposed

conceptual CR architectures focus on new, clean-stable

radio systems with only marginal interest in the possibility

to apply CR and software-defined radio (SDR) principles

[7] to existing high-value systems such as today’s cellular

systems.

A fourth and final challenge we address for the design of

an efficient RRM architecture, is related to the underlying

data used by the RRM modules and how radio environ-

mental information (reflecting, for example, the amount of

radio resources as well as the characteristics of interfer-

ence) can be properly gathered and exploited by the CRM.

Recent developments point in the direction of utilizing

sensor-networks in collecting data that reflect the state of

the radio environment and straightforwardly assist the

CRM.

In this article we present a prototype system that reflects

the above aspects through three key components. As a first

component, in the heart of the prototype system, a cogni-

tive resource manager (CRM) in the spirit of Mitola’s CR

concept, enables an easy implementation of complex con-

trol, cross-layer optimization and learning mechanisms. As

a second component, a radio-environmental map (REM)

provides the essential and necessary radio environmental

information on which the CRM operates [8]. Finally, a

prototype TD-LTE base station and user equipment (UE)

provide the third system component: a radio transceiver

whose transmission characteristics are controlled by the

CRM. The CRM module has been developed and imple-

mented within the framework of the ARAGORN project

[9–11], the REM component is developed and imple-

mented within the framework of the FARAMIR project

[12], and the TD-LTE transceiver system has been devel-

oped by Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

The important innovations reflected in this prototype are

the following. Compared to traditional RRM architectures

the CRM exhibits the concept of modularity, run-time re-

configurability, open interfaces and open policy languages.

The CRM framework enables the CR to be aware of its

environment and be able to configure its system parameters

based on knowledge provided through a state-of-the-art

sensing and mapping REM module. Finally, this concept is

applied, implemented and evaluated in one of today’s most

rapidly growing cellular systems, an LTE system.

The article proceeds as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe

the main conceptual architecture and the envisaged pur-

pose, functionality and interaction of the three system

components. Section 3 sketches the details of the particular

prototyping characteristics and in Sect. 4 we present the

results of our evaluation. In Sect. 5 we summarize and

conclude this article.

2 System Description

Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture we study in this

article (a more detailed description can be found in [11]). It

includes the CRM core with its set of toolboxes, libraries,

its open interfaces and its policy management layer. It also

includes the REM module consisting of a large number of

distributed sensor measurements inputs, an intelligent

processing unit and a storage unit. The REM processing

unit is responsible of defining measurement requirements

and handling collected measurement results. Finally, there

is the actual radio transceiver unit whose behavior is con-

trolled by the CRM.

2.1 The CRM Core Module

The CRM core is a software entity that acts as the heart of

the system. It facilitates the construction and management

of the components that provide optimization control loops,

and their interaction with the environment and the com-

munication stack. The toolboxes and libraries provide a set

of algorithms, components and tools that are used by sys-

tem programmers, and also used by the CRM to optimize

the use of the radio resources in real time.

Three external inputs provide the necessary information

for CRM decisions. First, the REM provides input from the

physical nature of the radio environment. Second, the rules

and policies set by different stakeholders are provided and

managed by the policy layer that resolves any conflict

between them. Policies can be regulatory in nature, such as

spectrum use rules, but also provide user preferences, device

manufacturer configurations, or operator specific policies.

In addition to these external inputs, the CRM can access

the information of the different layers of the OSI stack

using open interfaces. These interfaces provide also the

means to control configurable parameters of the different

layers. This interaction between the CRM and the OSI

stack facilitates the implementation of cross-layer optimi-

zation and learning techniques. The open interfaces are the

universal link-layer API (ULLA), used for interaction with

the link/physical layer, the generic network interface

(GENI), used for interaction with the transport/network

layer, and the common application requirement interface

(CAPRI) for imposing application layer requirements.
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ULLA was originally developed in the GOLLUM pro-

ject [13, 14] and extended by ARAGORN [15] to dem-

onstrate the possibility of using single generic interface to

extract information from and control various PHY/MAC

layer technologies, and to enable cross-layer optimization

in heterogeneous systems independently of the used radio

access technology. It also supports spectrum sensing

mechanisms and policy handling. One of the key benefits

from a practical industrial point-of-view is that ULLA

enables a massive reuse of code base, as one does not

rewrite all the code for changing air interfaces. Moreover,

ULLA supports flexible data and control hiding, i.e., some

of the parameters can be opened for third-parties or sub-

contractors, but others can be hidden.

Due to the presence of the open interfaces, the CRM can

be implemented independently of the used radio access

technology in the network. This gives the CRM a high

flexibility and enables the developer to implement the same

algorithms for different technology platforms. CRM con-

cept has been earlier tested and partially implemented

as research prototype especially for ISM-band devices

[16]. However, in this article we report on the first

implementation prototype that is done for a full commer-

cial-grade cellular system, where there are strict legacy

technology rules. We will specifically explore and report

our experience on using CRM/ULLA to partially overtake

the role of the RRM and control the PHY/MAC layers of

the evolved universal terrestrial radio access (E-UTRA).

A final important feature of the CRM architecture is to

separate machine-learning and optimization modules from

kernel components of the controller. This does not only

provide increased modularity but also enables easier inte-

gration with legacy systems through well-defined inter-

faces. Moreover, the generality of the cognitive

architecture prevents the CRM from being too closed or too

prototype-oriented.

2.2 The REM Module

Another key component in the prototype system is the

REM module that deals with the collection of measure-

ments and transformation of measurement results into a

map that represents the state of the radio environment.

Typically such a REM is a geographical map of the radio

Processing
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Transpot
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PHY
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Toolbox and
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Fig. 1 High level architecture

of CRM framework together

with the REM
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field strength in different positions. This map will naturally

change from one time to another as the radio environment

is seldom static in nature.

Input data are collected by a network of distributed

sensors. The received power at the sensors’ locations along

with a time stamp and a location stamp are uploaded to a

central network node where sensor measurements are stored

in a global REM and then processed. Processing of the

sensor data in an intelligent module attached to the storage,

serves the purpose of estimating the field strength in posi-

tions other than the sensor positions and hence to create a

map that enhances the performance of the CRM. In the

proposed architecture each CRM will be connected to a

local REM where the required data are pulled from the

global REM. A local REM will also contain data which are

collected and used locally. In practice, a sensor can be a

stand-alone entity that provides power/location measure-

ments, or it can be an add-on measurement module (e.g., TV

band measurement module) embedded into LTE terminals.

In fact, actual LTE terminals have the capability to make

different types of measurement such as intra/inter frequency

and inter-RAT mobility measurements that are required for

the REM. However, an add-on measurement module is

needed in the case of TV white space measurement since

this capability is still not foreseen in third generation part-

nership project (3GPP) release ten terminals.

The estimation of the field strength can be accomplished

in one of two approaches. The first approach is based on

direct signal processing algorithms that attempt to inter-

polate the sensor measurements in order to create a 2D map

of the signal strength [17]. The second approach involves

an intermediate step, where the locations and the transmit

power of any active unknown transmitters are estimated in

a first processing step. A second step then involves the

application of an appropriate radio path loss and propaga-

tion model in order to generate the REM from the set of

transmitter location-power pairs [18].

In [19], the conceptual feasibility of generating such a

REM was demonstrated, in a distributed sensor network

consisting of 16 heterogeneous sensors with different

capabilities. Algorithms for estimating the unknown loca-

tion and power of a transmitter, along with proper radio

propagation models allowed for the dynamic generation of

radio field maps, only based on the power measurements at

the sensors’ locations.

2.3 The TD-LTE Platform Module

Within the 3GPP the specification of E-UTRA is currently

ongoing [20, 21]. E-UTRA is the long term evolution

(LTE) of the third generation radio access technology.

Starting from years 2007 to 2008, LTE standardization

has progressed from feasibility study to technical

specifications. 3GPP Release 8 is the first LTE release with

features that are sufficiently stable now for commercial

implementation, and commercial systems have been

deployed in many countries. Meanwhile 3GPP has been

progressing with LTE release 10 and release 11.

Compared with previous generations of wireless access

technology, LTE is not only able to operate in different

frequency bands but can also flexibly support different

bandwidths, thereby allowing a flexible use of the assigned,

or available, spectrum for different types of services. This

is very important and beneficial capability in the perspec-

tive of spectrum usage. Depending on the regulatory

aspects in different geographical regions, radio spectrum

bands and their usage for services are mandated under

various rules and policies, including major differences in

the way of regulating frequency bands, bandwidths, du-

plexing and interference constraints. The flexible spectrum

capability of LTE can make it suitable access technology

for both fixed spectrum allocation and dynamic spectrum

sharing paradigms.

One unique feature of LTE is that different uplink (UL)

and downlink (DL) bandwidths can be used in the same

access network, allowing for asymmetric spectrum utili-

zation. LTE network can support both paired frequency-

division duplexing (FDD) standard mode (where UL and

DL transmissions use separate frequency bands) and

unpaired time-division duplexing (TDD) standard mode

(where UL and DL transmissions share the same frequency

band). The use of FDD in the network, to some extent,

limits the flexibility needed to keep track of the changing

traffic conditions and requirements: TDD operation is

better suited for flexible spectrum.

One network deployment scenario where flexible spec-

trum use is beneficial is the single operator heterogeneous

network deployment, where (public) macro cells share the

same spectrum with many femtocells [22]. Femtocell

deployments are normally massive, uncoordinated and

dynamic, which very often lead to interference-limited

network and therefore necessitate flexible allocation of the

spectrum resource and constant optimization thereof.

Spectrum is dynamically reused to balance between fem-

tocells’ and macrocells’ loads. Furthermore, TDD opera-

tion is again better suited for the heavy data traffic that

appears in femtocell deployments.

In another type of network deployment scenario, dif-

ferent radio access technologies might need to be able to

operate jointly in the same overall spectrum. Spectrum

flexibility from LTE technology, and especially LTE TDD

operation, can make LTE access a suitable component part

of such coexisting network composition.

Moreover, LTE is readily capable of using new possi-

bilities provided by CR and DSA principles, e.g., TV White

Space and its utilization.
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In order to coordinate spectrum resource management

across different radio-access technologies (RATs) and

within single operator single RAT heterogeneous network

deployment, the technology-platform neutral ULLA/CRM

and the environment characterization tool (i.e., REM) are

envisaged as the critical entities to enable efficient spec-

trum resource management. In this study we demonstrate

that the combination of LTE and ULLA/CRM/REM

modules is a promising approach for RRM and cross-layer

optimization with limited overall system complexity.

3 Demonstrator Architecture

The architecture of ULLA/CRM implemented on LTE

platform is illustrated with the physical nodes and their

connections in Fig. 2.

The LTE system is built upon Huawei’s LTE TDD

platform and comprises of one LTE TDD UE and one LTE

TDD eNode B. More specifically, the following compo-

nents form the demonstration architecture:

• LTE TDD UE is terminal equipment compliant with

3GPP release 8 specifications. It has all the components

of user equipment except a user interface (the screen),

which is implemented with a PC (PC1).

• LTE TDD eNode B is based on Huawei’s LTE platform

with TDD functionalities [23, 24]. It has all the

necessary functions which are needed to communicate

with the LTE TDD UE. The LTE UE and eNodeB are

shown in Fig. 3.

PC1

PC2

PC3

Unmodified 
LTE UE

LTE eNode B

Ethernet interface

LTE air interface Ethernet interface

Internet
LTE unmodified 
PHY/MAC code

CRM interpreter/LLA

CRM/ ULLA core

ULLA/CRM management 
interfaces

Ethernet interface

PC1

PC2

PC3

Unmodified 
LTE UE

LTE eNode B

Ethernet interface

LTE air interface Ethernet interface

Internet
LTE unmodified 
PHY/MAC code

CRM interpreter/LLA

CRM/ ULLA core

ULLA/CRM management 
interfaces

Ethernet interface

Fig. 2 Architecture of the LTE

demonstration system

Fig. 3 LTE prototype equipment. Baseband unit (top), RF unit

(bottom)
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• PC1 is connected with UE through Ethernet link and is

used as the user interface, e.g., for showing video

stream applications and monitoring the performance

characteristics. Meanwhile PC1 is able to present the

link status between UE and eNode B. Link status

information includes signal to interference noise ratio

(SINR), block error rate (BLER), modulation and code

scheme (MCS), buffer status, bandwidth usage, etc.

• PC2 is connected with eNode B through Ethernet link

and it is based on Linux OS system. The resource

management part, which is demonstrated in the article,

is performed by ULLA/CRM that are running on PC2,

instead of e.g., an eNode B scheduler. A link layer

adapter (LLA) for LTE TDD is used to adapt between

ULLA/CRM and LTE system.

• PC3 is used as application server; it is also connected to

Internet.

• The REM function and its associated (off-the-shelf)

SQL database are implemented in PC2, where the CRM

resides. The CRM can thus utilize REM/SQL database

directly without the need of a specific interface and data

model.

In general, the CRM/ULLA does not need to be in separate

computing platform. Naturally these functionalities could

be embedded to products themselves. In our case, the

implementation approach is not only practical but it also

demonstrates some special values. First, by showing that

CRM control entity can be implemented separately and can

provide real-time control demonstrates that CRM can be

built as a general management entity that can control

several RATs through its interfaces. Second, our imple-

mentation shows that with very minimal extra components,

and without changes to core parts of the product we can

integrate CRM and ULLA also to finalized (legacy)

systems. Third, we show with this approach that both

functional and physical separation of key components is

possible and does not generate extra software development

burden.

3.1 Interfaces

To integrate ULLA/CRM to the LTE system, there is need

for a link layer adapter (LLA) to act as the interface

between ULLA and LTE MAC/PHY layer as shown in

Fig. 4.

• LLA is the interface between ULLA/CRM and LTE

TDD MAC/PHY. It receives message from LTE MAC/

ULLA/CRM

LLA (Link Layer Adapter)

COMM (COMMunication adapter)

COMM (COMMunication adapter)

LLA (Link Layer Adapter)

LTE TDD Functions

PC2

LTE eNode B

Fig. 4 Integration of ULLA/CRM and LTE TDD MAC/PHY

Link user

ullaCore

ullaEventPprocessing ullaQueryPprocessing ullaCommandPprocessing

ullaStorage

LLA

LLA::
linkProvider

LLA::
lteLinkProvider

lteUllaLinkProviderullaLinkProviderullaLinklteUllaLink

lteLink lteLinkProvider

contain

containcontain

co
nt

ain

Driver

Fig. 5 Data model of LTE LLA
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PHY layers and later modifies the parameters of the

LTE TDD MAC/PHY layers according to the decision

by CRM/ULLA, and in such way to control LTE TDD

system.

• The COMM (COMMunication adapter) layer is a

communication module which employs SOCKET com-

munication protocols to exchange information between

PC2 and LTE TDD eNode B. The COMM layer is used

on the Ethernet link between PC2 and eNode B for the

specific implementation of this demonstration system.

If the ULLA/CRM are integrated with LTE TDD in one

single physical equipment, this communication will

become internal function and a COMM interface is not

needed.

• LLA in eNode B is an agent which translates the

ULLA/CRM information into proper format which

can be interpreted by LTE TDD functions in the

eNode B.

linkProvider

- id: int

- capabilities: capabilitySet[]

- links: link[]

+ currentProfile: char[40]

LLA

lteLinkProvider

- id: int
- links: link[]
- Qutilization

+ scanAvailableLinks()

+ createLink()

+ monitorChannels() : int
+ queryDeviceCapabilities(]) :
int

+ configureDevice()

link

- id
- channels

- type

- status

- lpId

- Signature

- networkId

- connectedTime

- framesReceived

- framesSent

- bytesReceived

- bytesSent

- framesReceivedErrors

- framesSentErrors

- communicationMode

- txMTU

- rxEncryption

- txEncryption

- degradingLink

- localL2address

- remoteL2address

+ txBitRate()

+ rxBitRate()

+ txLatency()
+ rxLatency()
+ connect()

+ Disconnect()

+ linkTest()

ltelink

- id
- channels
- type
- status
- lpId
- linkstate
- linkmode
- lpType
- ulrxBytes
- ultxBytes
- ulrxDataBytes
- ultxDataBytes
- usrxtroughputall
- ustxtroughputall
- usrxtroughput
- ustxtroughput
- ustxShortRetryCounter
- ustxLongRetryCounter
- usLinkbw
- eMcs
- usBufstate
- usBler
- usSinr
- Uscenterfreq
- ustxSignalPower
- usrxSignalStrength
- usrxBandwidth
- ustxBandwidth
- usrxPhyBitrate
- ustxPhyBitrate

+ increaseBandwidth()

+ decreaseBandwidth()

+ increaseMCS()

+ decreaseMCS()

LTE LPFig. 6 Attributes of LTE link

and LTE link provider that are

used in our prototype

architecture
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3.2 Data Model of System Status Information

and Control Signalling

In the LTE-based implementation of the CRM, the devices’

status information and corresponding control signaling are

abstracted as data objects or classes. LTE LLA supports

basic classes that are not technology-specific (e.g., link and

link provider), as well as technology-specific classes (e.g.,

LTE link and LTE link provider). The architecture of data

model of LTE LLA is illustrated in Fig. 5. Detailed

description on LLA link and link provider model can be

found in [14].

The two link providers help the link user to get the low-

layer information and to control the hardware and PHY

layer. The link provider is the basic class and provides

common link information while the LTE link provides LTE

specific information, e.g., modulation coding scheme

(MCS) and channel-quality indicator (CQI). The two link

Fig. 7 REM-generation

module. Input screen entering

the environment (top) and

output screen illustrating the

estimated location and no-talk

region around an unknown

interfering transmitter (bottom)
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providers operate independently; the parameters in the link

provider and LTE link provider are supported simulta-

neously in order to obtain the complete information from

LTE system.

The driver (illustrated on the bottom right of Fig. 5) can

be configured by both the link provider and LTE link

provider that can also obtain hardware status information

from the driver.

In the storage part of ULLA, ULLA link, status infor-

mation of LTE ULLA link, ULLA link provider and LTE

ULLA link provider will all be stored. For the LTE specific

link and link provider, the detailed attributes of information

model are illustrated in Fig. 6. Especially, in the LTE link

provider, one function linkTest is defined and is used to test

whether the link is ready or not. After linkTest is done, four

functions can be used for the link control/reconfiguration:

increaseMCS, decreaseMCS, increasebandwidth and

decreasebandwidth.

4 Results

4.1 REM Generation

Figure 7 shows the results produced by the REM module

and used by the CRM in the system. The top figure illus-

trates the graphical user interface of a sensor-emulating

unit. Given the geographical positions of a (large) number

of sensor units on an interactive map, along with the

position and the transmit power of one or a few fictitious

interfering transmitters, this unit writes emulated sensor

measurements to an SQL database with regular time

intervals. These measurements will form the basis of fur-

ther intelligent processing in order to generate a relevant

REM.

The bottom figure illustrates the user interface of the

(independently running) software module that generates

the actual REM. Based on the sensor measurements it reads

from the SQL database, the location and power of unknown

interfering transmitters are estimated. Then based on these

estimates, the strength of the radio field is computed

according to a relevant path-loss model. Depending on a

user-indicated field-strength threshold a no-talk area is

graphically indicated on the map, illustrating in which

coordinates a cognitively operating TD-LTE transceiver is

either not allowed to operate or will not be able to operate

within reasonable quality of service (because of the inter-

ference from the apparent other transmitter will negatively

impact SINR value on LTE link).

The information generated by this REM is then imme-

diately exploited by the CRM module in the second part of

our demonstration.

4.2 CRM Performance Evaluation

In the current demonstration system, the cognitive resource

management is responsible of bandwidth assignment and

MCS adaptation. Here the bandwidth refers to the number

of LTE resources blocks (RBs) used by one LTE link. MCS

is to be adapted according to channel quality. All the

controls are done by CRM that jointly uses above functions

to achieve efficient resource utilization.

The prototype of CRM/ULLA-enabled LTE is used for

demonstration and system performance measurements, and

to show that the system is fully functional. Our LTE

platform has demonstrated following results:

• System start-up: When system starts, LLA will register

the LTE TDD link and link provider to the ULLA/

CRM. Then, ULLA/CRM will send to the LTE TDD

eNode B query requests about the equipment, link and

radio environment information Through LLA. The LTE

TDD eNode B accepts the query request, measures the

system status and reports the information queried back

to ULLA/CRM. The latter will determine, according to

pre-defined policies for resource usage, if there are link

or equipment parameters that should be changed to

achieve a better performance. Policy engine and

repository [24] are in PC2 where the CRM is also

running. The dynamic loading of the policies can be

easily demonstrated. The optimization algorithms,

which can be implemented in different manners, reside

in CRM.

• Bandwidth adaptation: ULLA/CRM change the band-

width according to service bit rate requirement. When a

new service is added to an existing user of the LTE link

in the system, more bandwidth is needed for this link.

The bandwidth is increased in order to satisfy the QoS

of the new service. On the other hand, when the

assigned bandwidth exceeds the requirement for one

link, e.g., when a service is terminated, the ‘‘surplus’’

bandwidth is to be released.

In this demonstration, ULLA/CRM use traffic buffer

size as indicator to detect if the bandwidth is sufficient

or not. If the bandwidth assigned for the link matches

the QoS requirement, there shall be neither overflow

nor starvation. If overflow happens, it indicates that the

bandwidth of the link needs to be increased. In

starvation case, CRM will decrease the bandwidth of

the link. In order to maintain efficient resource

management, the CRM periodically queries the services

and link status.

• Link adaptation: ULLA/CRM adapt the MCS accord-

ing to link status, and changes the bandwidth as to

maintain the service QoS: MCS adaptation in LTE is

based on SINR of the active link. If the SINR is
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sufficiently high, CRM will ask the link to adjust use

higher order MCS (e.g., from 16QAM to 64QAM).

With the adjustment of MCS, the service bit rate will be

increased accordingly. At the same time, the bandwidth

can be decreased if there are no enough traffic data to

be transmitted. On the other hand, ULLA/CRM will

decrease the MCS order when link quality is bad and

will increase the bandwidth if the requirement on

service throughput is still high.

In Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, we show the

demonstration user interface where CRM/ULLA can be

seen tracing system status and change parameters. The

service shown is a video streaming application. The status

information collection and controlling signaling are shown

below the video window. System status is shown with

various parameters on the left (i.e., SINR, buffer status,

bandwidth, modulation and throughput). These figures

show how the CRM efficiently reacts to different changes

by tuning the configurable parameters accordingly.

Our testing platform has shown that the CRM/ULLA

modules are robust and provide real-time control capability

towards LTE equipments. The link adaptation can be done

in millisecond time-scale which is sufficient for all our

current test scenarios.

The developed LTE LLA and CRM message interpreter in

LTE equipment has required only limited amount of coding

time (few weeks) and code base is also small. In fact, the

simplest way to implement LTE LLA and CRM command

interpreter would require one or two thousands lines of code.

In our LTE LLA/CRM interpreter, we have considered

scalability and a future proof architecture, and therefore the

lines of code increased to around four thousand. For refer-

ence, a commercial LTE resource management system

requires effort at level of hundred thousand lines of code.

Currently, the experiments are on single LTE link where

CRM makes mostly baseband adaptation based on REM

input. In the future we will consider frequency (channel)

change in DSA fashion as one of the optimization possi-

bilities with multiple LTE links.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we have demonstrated that ULLA/CRM can

provide efficient resource management for an LTE system.

Due to their neutrality towards the PHY/MAC character-

istics of LTE, the same CRM/ULLA can be also used for

other access technologies and systems. This proves the

capability of ULLA/CRM to manage resource utilization

for different technology platforms.

The hybrid approach of our current coding is quite

novel. CRM is responsible for handling high abstraction

Fig. 8 The system starts, the initial bandwidth is insufficient and user data buffer is built up
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Fig. 9 CRM/ULLA allocates higher bandwidth and increases system throughput

Fig. 10 Buffer overflow is avoided and buffer size is decreased
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Fig. 11 When the system suffers bad radio environment detected by the low SINR, the CRM performs link adaptation and increases bandwidth

allocation as compensation

Fig. 12 Buffer size goes back to normal status and system throughput is acceptable for the streaming service
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Fig. 13 Radio condition has improved and CRM increases modulation order and decreases bandwidth to ensure efficient use of radio resource

Fig. 14 CRM/ULLA continues with tracing system status and changes parameters accordingly
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layer control functions (e.g., policies) and also handling

directly some of traditional RRM tasks. Moreover legacy

RRM functionality exists and can be controlled by the

CRM. This shows that migration towards new CRM/ULLA

type of approach does not need to be ‘clean stable’

approach. One can choose more gradual integration path

and two different architectures can even co-exist and

cooperate when properly designed.

In addition the article has shown how a radio environ-

mental map can be implemented in a cellular network to

provide the CRM with necessary information about the

environment in order to assist the RRM.

In this demonstration, ULLA/CRM have shown their

capability to react upon the changes of system and radio

link status and tune system parameters to achieve effi-

cient resource usage. More advanced control algorithms

can be added into CRM, which will be for the further

study.
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